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The Son of Man shall be three days and three nights in the earth. Lucifer holds captive the

archangel Talus as a prisoner of war. Will Lucifer's powers of temptation and torture turn his brother

to his cause? Or will Talus remain faithful to the end? Meanwhile, Jerahmeel and Michael's

relationship is put to the test over the deserter Iblis. A traitor Michael has allowed back into Heaven,

and exposing the realm to El's judgement. A decision that forces the newly appointed Chief Prince

to come to terms with his own past. A past breach so startling that if healed, could unite the Seraph,

Elohim, and Ophanim in common cause against Lucifer and the Horde...or once more plunge

Heaven into civil war. A truth so powerful that it forces Enoch, Gabriel, and Metatron to pass through

the realm of Limbo to search out the only other man in all of Heaven who can help unite the celestial

hosts...Elijah. Meanwhile Yeshua's presence on Earth wreaks havoc on Lucifer's kingdom, but the

Prince of Darkness will see him undone as the physical body of the Son of God is slain by

crucifixion, sending Yeshua's spirit to Hell; and for three days and nights, the fate of both Heaven

and Earth hang in the balance. Will Lucifer finally win the prize he covets? Experience the

fascinating journey of the Son of God in the underworld, and marvel anew at the love of God, the

spoiling of the Enemy, and the Lord's triumphant victory over Death, Hell, and the Grave!
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I've read "Unseen Realm" by Heisenberg and "Noah Primeval" by Godavari. These 3 books by

Donovan r very entertaining and insightful in the behind scenes of scripture. Although they r



speculative, God is shown for who he is, a God that desire relationships.

A muse of fiction........ I had to throughout this series remind myself. Mr. Donovan if I wore a hat, it

would indeed come off with shouts of bravo! You had me captivated from book one until book three

and in tears literally, when our Lord retrieved the keys from death, hell and the grave. I can't wait to

read more of your work including the next one in this series.

I read this book in one day. I couldn't put it down. It's that good. It picks up where the last book left

off, so I would highly recommend getting the first two books in the series as well. Though it is for

entertainment purposes, I recommend it to all. It really touches on the heart of God and his love for

humanity.

Love the different angels and their abilities. How God has made them all different as he has made

men different. The battles are intense and quite gruesome. Also it shows that Yeshua is the great I

Am and listen to Him ROAR!!! Can't wait till next book comes out. Great Read!

Awesome read. Enjoyed it immensely. Couldn't stop reading. Love my Father Abba.Motivates one

to learn the Holy KJV bible.

The first two books were outstanding but this one really captures the heart and imagination. The

answer is given " how much does God love mankind?"

If you want a series that will just expand your imagination and leave you wanting more get these

books and read them slow so you can really enjoy them.

This whole series ...... Is AWESOME!!!! I can't imagine that there isn't divine inspiration in it... What

an exciting thrill ride and all very biblically sound. Great job and great book. I can't wait for the next

one
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